Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The problem of monitoring aircraft structural health throughout the operational phase (operation and maintenance) is very complex and challenging. The article presents an approach to building an integrated monitoring system validated for the aircraft operational phase. The aircraft used for the purposes of the research was the PZL ORLIK TC II, a turbo propeller training aircraft operated by the armed forces. This aircraft is primarily used in the preliminary phase of training of military pilots. Due to the structure modification the aircraft will undergo the full-scale fatigue test (FSFT) . That test opens an opportunity for the installation of a SHM system at selected 'hot spot' locations to detect early damage. In the future, this technology may support or partly replace scheduled NDI inspections. The SHM system designed and installed on the aircraft is based on three different methods: Comparative Vacuum Monitoring -CVM TM ( Fig. 1) , Resistance Gauges -RG (Fig. 2) , Piezoelectric Transducers Network -PZT (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 ). In the most of the monitored aircraft hot spots, those systems were hybridized (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 ). They operated complementarily in order to enable comparing the levels of efficiency they achieved and improve damage detection capabilities alongside the false calls ratio. The structure was monitored remotely with the use of an on-line data acquisition unit and dedicated software (Fig. 3, Fig. 4 ).
SHM BASED ON GUIDED LAMB WAVES
A brief overview of the SHM system for fatigue crack growth monitoring is presented in the following section. The system's building blocks are schematically presented in the picture (Fig. 5 ). These are:
-PZT network divided into several measuring nodes; -Remote Monitoring Unit (RMU) -based on DSP architecture CPU; -Data Storage Unit (DSU); The core of the RMU consists of four subsequent routines: -signal collecting and its storage in the DSU if indicated by a sensor self-diagnostic component;
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-signal processing based on several signal Damage Indices (DI) correlated with fatigue crack growth; -sensor self-diagnostic component validating the PZT network, e.g. noise detection, sensors' surface coupling strength, significant sensor working conditions changes detection; -data classification methods for damage growth assessment.
An issue of utmost importance in applying a PZT based monitoring system in structures used in aerospace is to ensure the durability of a sensor network in extremely varying environmental conditions. Thus a network self-diagnostic tool allowing for signal decoherence tracking in time is a vital component of any such application. Furthermore, as most data classification models are sensitive to outlying observations, efficient sensor self-diagnostics prior to crack growth assessment is crucial to the proper functioning of the system, e.g. the avoidance of misclassification. According to the proposed approach, signals which do not pass a sensor integrity check are stored in a DSU for further expert assessment as depicted in Figure 5 .
The issue of damage monitoring with the use of elastic waves excitation in a given medium is currently being intensively studied. Depending on their source and the geometry of the structure under consideration, elastic waves can propagate over a significant distance. They are also sensitive to local structure discontinuities and deformations providing a tool for detecting local damage in large aerospace structures. A major obstacle to the direct application of this method, however, is the complexity of signals excited in real structures. Two examples of baseline signals obtained for structures of simple geometry and containing riveted joints and other wave reflectors are presented below (Fig. 6 ):
Fig. 6. Examples of reference signals, for structures of different types
For a given signal, information concerning the health of a structure is usually acquired by comparing it with a reference signal, i.e. the baseline, obtained for the initial state of the structure. In fully automated systems, this is usually done with the use of certain comparative signal characteristics called Damage Indices (DI). Denoting as fgs the signal generated in the transducer g and received in the sensor s, and as fgs,b its baseline, i.e. the reference signal collected for the
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undamaged state of the structure, some basic DI can be defined using the following simple signal characteristics:
Similar DI can be obtained using Fourier filtered signals, their envelopes or other signal transformations. These DI are correlated with the total energy received by a given sensor and can therefore capture the two main modes of the interaction between a guided wave and a fatigue crack. Low information content carried by those DI makes them more persistent under varying sensor working conditions. This should improve the false calls ratio of the system.
There are remarkable examples of applications of analogous DI to determine the localization of a damage [6] [7] [8] . In these methods, two stage algorithms are used. First, for each sensing path g→s, i.e. a signal received in the sensor s originated from the generator g, the structure is quantified into a damaged or undamaged state. This quantitative assessment can be performed using a threshold level of one or multiple DI. Then, if the structure is considered as damaged, a probability density of the damage localization in a given network cell is calculated. This density depends on DI values and the properly defined distance between a given point and the sensing path g→s. Finally, joint probability for the damage localization is provided using probability maps obtained for all possible sensing paths in the network cell.
MONITORING RESULTS
In the following section, damage detection capabilities of the system are discussed based on two chosen hot spots monitored (Fig. 7) . In both of locations Resistance Crack Gauges (RCG) adapted to the structure geometry were installed in order to verify the system indications. The crack was developing in the network shown in Figure 7 (b) while the other hot-spot ( Fig. 7(a) ) remained undamaged. One of the network nodes ( Fig. 7(a) ) was installed on a structure containing riveted joints and other wave reflectors, the other structure ( Fig. 7(b) ) being of a relatively simple geometry. The Averaged Damage Indices for both of the nodes are presented in Figure 8 . It was observed that the number of well-separated groups of data, corresponding to different crack sizes agrees with the number of sensing paths crossed by the crack. The data corresponding to subsequent periods of the monitoring of the undamaged structure are not separated (Fig. 8) . 
SUMMARY
This work presents an approach to the development of a SHM system intended for use in a real aircraft structure, including creating the concept of the system, deployment of the sensor network in the aircraft, and remote monitoring of the aircraft structure as well as of structural elements. The system involves the use of the proper mathematical methods for damage detection andthe classification of damage presence and size. The methods proposed in the article were verified during the tests and will be employed to build the system software. Some tests are still in progress and further validation of the elaborated methods will be required. The results of the tests offer great promise for further development of the system concept especially from the point of view of the integration of the sensor technology with the structure, and the methods for data classification and the system's self diagnostics.
